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Abstract 
Playing mathematics in early childhood based on semiotics gives children the opportunity to 
identify objects, look for signs and interpret signs so that they can solve problems in games. 
This study aims to describe semiotic based early childhood mathematics play activities. The 
research was conducted at the PAUD Lab School, Muhammadiyah University of Jember. The 
research subjects were 5 children from group B. As a key instrument, the researcher used 
supporting instruments when collecting data, namely audio-visual recording tools, observation 
sheets and field note sheets. The results showed that there were five components to play 
mathematics based on semiotics, namely (1) Collecting information, the indicator that appeared 
was collecting information about semiotic-based mathematics games. (2) Identifying the object, 
the indicator that appears is selecting the relevant object. (3) Looking for a sign, the indicator 
that appears is Searching for the relevant sign. (4) Interpreting the sign, the indicator that 
appears is associating the sign with the knowledge that has been previously owned. (5) 
Recalling, the indicator that appears is the retelling of playing activities 
Keywords: early childhood; playing mathematics; semiotic.    
 

Abstrak  
Bermain matematika pada anak usia dini berbasis semiotic memberi kesempatan kepada anak 
untuk mengidenifikasi objek, mencari tanda serta menginterpretasi tanda hingga dapat 
memecahkan masalah dalam permainan. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan 
kegiatan bermain matematika anak usia dini berbasis semiotik. Penelitian dilakukan di Lab 
School PAUD, Universitas Muhammadiyah Jember. Subjek penelitian berjumlah 5 anak dari 
kelompok B. Sebagai instrument kunci, saat pengumpulan data peneliti menggunakan 
instrument pendukung yaitu alat rekam audio visual, lembar observasi dan lembar catatan 
lapangan. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa terdapat lima komponen bermain matematika 
berbasis semiotic yaitu (1) Mengumpulkan informasi, indikator yang muncul adalah 
mengumpulkan informasi tentang permainan matematika berbasis semiotic. (2) 
Mengidentifikasi objek, indikator yang muncul adalah Memillih objek yang relevan. (3) 
Mencari tanda, indikator yang muncul adalah Mencari tanda yang relevan. (4) 
Menginterpretasi tanda, indikator yang muncul adalah Mengaitkan tanda dengan 
pengatahuan yang telah dimiliki sebelumnya. (5) Recalling, indikator yang muncul adalah 
menceritakan kembali kegiatan bermain. 
Kata Kunci: bermain matematika; anak usia dini; semiotik. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Playing for children not only gives children freedom to have faith, but by playing 

without realizing it, children can learn to understand rules, solve problems, be patient to wait 
their turn to play, know the opportunities in the game, namely winning and losing. According 
to (Guirguis, 2018) playing provides important functions such as general learning strategies 
and skills as well as, creative thinking, positive self-esteem and different thinking. The term 
play is difficult to define and articulate because play is abstract and has multiple meanings for 
different groups and individuals. Play as a voluntary movement across borders, opening with 
total absorption into a very flexible plane, releasing tension in a playful way, exposing the 
player to the unexpected. Through play, children entering kindergarten develop problem 
solving skills, adaptive abilities, and social skills (Rohmah, 2016). The power of play as a 
learning tool in childhood as well as a force for the physical, social and emotional development 
of early childhood.  

According to (Pratiwi, 2017) playing for early childhood has a very important meaning 
for children's growth. There are sixteen important meanings of play for children's 
development, namely: 1) Playing can help children's growth and development, 2) Playing is 
an activity carried out by children without any pressure or coercion from others, 3) Playing 
gives children freedom to choose and play games, 4) Playing gives children the freedom to 
fantasize according to their imagination, 5) Playing gives children the opportunity to have an 
adventure. 6) Through play, children can develop language skills, 7) Play has an effect on 
children's social emotional abilities, 8) Play gives children the opportunity to develop their 
physical motor skills, 9) Play can generate interest and focus children's attention, 10) Play can 
stimulate children to do investigation, 11) Play can provide opportunities for children to role 
play into adults, 12) Play is a dynamic way for children to learn, 13) Play can make children 
clear to consider 14) Play can be planned academically, 15) Play is a the strength of children to 
be able to live socially, 16) Play is an activity that is essential for early childhood education  

Learning mathematics in early childhood is mostly done with games. Playing 
mathematics can use objects around the child. The use of existing media in a child's 
environment can introduce children to play mathematics in early childhood by using signs in 
the environment as a unique learning medium. Learning mathematics in early childhood can 
manipulate objects. Therefore, learning must be practical. Informal mathematical activities 
should be undertaken for a solid foundation of mathematical concepts and skills for further 
education. In pre-mathematics ata mathematics for early childhood includes algebra, 
numbers, geometry, measurement, and commercial arithmetic (Nakawa, 2020).  

In mathematics, the study of signs is semiotic. In mathematics learning, children learn 
for the first time exclusively with signs. Mathematical activities are carried out by interpreting 
and transforming signs. Learning mathematics does not only involve taking the meaning of 
the conversion of mathematical signs, but also depending on various possible interpretations. 
Semiotics in mathematics is defined as the use of symbols that are very helpful in 
understanding thought processes, symbolizing, and communicating (Ostler, 2011; Presmeg et 
al., 2008).  

Playing with signs gives children the opportunity to interpret the signs so that they can 
solve problems in the game. A concept, sign, and object can be interpreted endlessly 
(reference). Each interpretation can add new knowledge. Signs can be verbal, visual, gestural, 
musical (reference). A sign is a representation of an object. Interpretation is a thought or 
notation to represent an object. Sign only acts as a sign if a subject considers it a sign, 
interpreters exist if and only if there is a sign (reference). Interpretation or sign users is the 
concept of thinking of people using signs and lowering it to a certain meaning or meaning that 
is in someone's mind about the object referred to by a sign (Kralemann, et. all, 2013; Yang & 
Hsu, 2015).  
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Research related to playing mathematics and semiotics has been carried out by many 
previous researchers, including (Nakawa, 2020) the results of their research show that guided 
play is effective during the planned activities according to the child's socio-cultural 
background and readiness. From a curriculum development point of view, first, matching 
activities can be carried out when the child is accustomed to flexible form manipulation in the 
classroom. Second, manipulating various forms implicitly will improve children's skills and 
abilities related to suitability and equality. The results of the study (Watanabe, 2019) show that 
the improvement of children's abilities in cognitive and non-cognitive skills of early childhood 
towards math abilities is done by playing games. 

The results of the study (Suryaningrum et al., 2020) relate to semiotics, the results 
showed that three subjects identified objects by observing objects around them. In the sign-
making stage, they made the same sign, namely a rectangular image. However, in the last three 
stages, namely interpreting the sign, discovering the nature of the sign, and discovering the 
rectangular nature, they make a different way. Quitter finds two characteristics of a 
rectangular object and then considers them to be rectangular. Champer discovered the four 
characteristics of the object and then derived it into two rectangular properties. However, 
Climber discovered six characteristics of the sign and made all of these four rectangular 
properties. In addition, Climber can determine the properties of rectangles correctly. The 
results research of the(Ubah & Bansilal, 2019) state that many novice teachers have difficulty 
identifying similar relationships between triangles that appear in various variations of 
geometric object configurations. While some participants could easily make use of the two 
registers to express relationships, one student who initially made a lot of mistakes was only 
able to distinguish the relationships that were necessary with the help of concrete 
representations that could be physically manipulated. Therefore this study provides an 
example of how a student's mistakes can be used as a learning resource to lead to meaningful 
learning. 

From some of the studies above, no one has examined playing semiotic-based early 
childhood mathematics. This study aims to describe semiotic based early childhood 
mathematics play activities. Semiotics are signs or symbols that can stimulate the child's ability 
to interpret the signs so that they can solve problems in the game. This research is important 
to do to contribute to education, especially education for early childhood related to semiotic-
based play activities that can stimulate children to develop six aspects of child development, 
namely religious and moral values, social emotional, cognitive, language, art and physical 
motor skills. 

 

METHOD 
This study describes the semiotic based early childhood mathematics play activities. 

Playing mathematics based on semiotics is an activity of playing using mathematical symbols 
using semiotics in the form of images, mathematical symbols. Early childhood activities when 
playing semiotic-based mathematics were recorded using videos, observed and recorded 
using field notes. According to (Creswell, 2012), the procedure for this research is descriptive 
exploratory.  

The research was conducted at the PAUD Lab School, Muhammadiyah University of 
Jember. The research subjects were 5 children from group B. With the criteria (1) children can 
count 1 to 10, (2) children can understand symbols, (3) children can understand instructions 
for semiotic-based math play activities, (4) children can participate in playing activities with 
enthusiasm 

To support the implementation of research, researchers need supporting instruments, 
namely tools used to collect semiotic reasoning data to find the formula for the area of a flat 
shape, the supporting instruments needed include: 
1) Audio-visual recording device, used to record the activities of relatives in semiotic-based 

mathematics playing activities. The results of the recordings will be replayed after the 
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research, which aims to allow researchers to see carefully the students' activities while 
playing semiotic-based mathematics 

2) The observation sheet used to observe students while playing semiotic-based 
mathematics is recorded in the observation sheet that has been prepared previously 

3) Field note sheets are used to record things that occur in the field that are not included in 
the observation sheet. 

The collected data were analyzed using qualitative analysis techniques. One of the data 
analysis techniques used is the constant comparative method. The fixed comparison method 
is called because the data analysis in this study will constantly compare one unit to another, 
and then constantly compare categories with other categories. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This study describes the semiotic-based early childhood math activities. Indicators of 

semiotic-based early childhood mathematics play are presented in Table 5.1 as follows. 
 
Table 5.1 Indicators of Early Childhood Mathematics Playback Based on Semiotics 

Mathematical play components 
based on semiotics 

Indicator Activities of students 

Gather information  Gather information about 
semiotic based math 
games 

 Students collect information 
related to semiotic-based math 
game rules 

Identifying objects  Selecting relevant objects  Students look for objects that 
match the game 

 Students count the number of 
objects found 

Look for a sign  Look for relevant signs  Students look for relevant 
marks 

 Students choose a sign that is 
relevant to the number of 
objects found at the object 
identification stage 

Interpreting the sign  Associating the sign with 
the knowledge that has 
been previously owned 

 Students associate the sign 
with prior knowledge 

 Students look for all the signs 
according to the objects found 

Recalling  Retelling play activities  Students recount the play 
activities that have been 
carried out 

. 
The stages of playing semiotic-based early childhood mathematics are as follows. 
1. Prepare learning media in the form of objects that taste sweet (candy and sweet-tasting 

snacks, and objects that do not have a taste as challenges for children as well as pictures 
in the form of cards and numbers. 

2. Putting food that tastes sweet by hiding it both indoors and outdoors. 
3. Invite children to form a circle, say hello and say hello, and pray to start activities 
4. Asking the child's feelings 
5. Deliver playing material 
6. Delivering the play steps. 
7. Provide opportunities for children to ask questions about things that children do not 

understand before the game starts. 
The child plays the game: 
a. Looking for the cute one, if you find the child counts the number of the sweetie and 

matches the picture card that matches the number of the sweet one found, in finishing 
the child will take the number (symbol) that corresponds to the number of the sweetie 
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and the number of pictures on the card. The child can take the same symbol (number) 
as many as can be found in the prepared number box. 

b. The game is over when each child has found a simanis, and brings it to the teacher 
with a picture card and a number symbol. 

8. Recalling about children's experiences. 
The initial activity carried out by the research subject was gathering information. The 

indicator that appears is to collect information about semiotic-based math games. At this stage, 
the activities carried out by the research subjects were collecting information related to the 
rules of semiotic-based mathematics games. This is in accordance with the opinion of 
(Lodewyk & Bracco, 2018) which states that in the early stages of the game, students are 
encouraged to reflect on aspects of the game including game rules, skills and game strategies. 
The teacher explains the steps of playing semiotic-based mathematics. In this play activity, the 
subject must look for the sweet one, namely the object that tastes sweet. After finding the 
sweetie, the subject must look for a card with a picture, then match the number of sweetie. The 
next stage, the subject takes a sign (number) that corresponds to the number of the sweetie. 
After finding the sign (number), the subject must take as many symbols (numbers) as can be 
found in the prepared number box. The five research subjects listened to the teacher's 
explanation of the steps of a semiotic-based math game. At this initial stage, it was found that 
all subjects understood the teacher's explanation.  

The second stage in semiotic-based math games is to identify objects. The indicator that 
appears is to select the relevant object. At this stage, the first activity carried out by the subject 
is looking for objects that are suitable for the game, namely the sweet. Simanis is a concrete 
object that tastes sweet. The five subjects were very enthusiastic about finding the sweet one. 
This is in accordance with the opinion (Pratiwi, 2017; Smith & Chao, 2018) which states that 
every early childhood child really likes playing. The five subjects were looking for the 
sweetheart on the school yard, and on the school game. In the activity of looking for the 
sweetie, two subjects, namely subject 1 (S1) and subject 2 (S2) took the ball which is considered 
the sweetie. The two subjects showed the ball to the teacher. To find out the reason for the 
subject to take the ball as sweetie, the teacher conducted an interview with subject 1 (S1). The 
following are the results of the teacher (G) interview with subject 1 (S1) 
S1: Teacher, I found this 
M: What is this? 
S1: ball 
G: is this sweetie? 
S1: yes 
G: Teacher said earlier, what is cute? 
S1: It tastes sweet 
G: does it taste sweet? 
S1: yes ... 
G: Is it true that the ball tastes sweet? 
S1: eeemmmm… .. no 

There is one subject, namely subject 3 (S3) who managed to find the sweetie under the 
seesaw. After finding the sweetie, S3 reported it to the teacher. To continue playing activities, 
the teacher asks S3 to calculate the simanis that has been found. According to the teacher's 
instructions, S3 calculates the ones that are found. S3 finds 2 things that taste sweet. 

From the teacher's observations, four subjects had difficulty finding their sweetie. 
Seeing this, the teacher asked the subjects to gather to get an explanation from the teacher. This 
activity is in accordance with the results of (Grünke, 2020) which states that in solving game 
problems, at a certain stage the teacher provides assistance to students when experiencing 
difficulties. After the five subjects gathered, the teacher explained that what they were looking 
for was sweet, namely things that tasted sweet. The location of your sweetie starts from the 
school gate to the playground. Your sweetie can be under toys, in tree boxes in the gazebo, in 
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the hand washing area and other places where your sweetie can hide. Following are the 
interventions given by the teacher to four subjects, namely subject 1 (S1), subject 2 (S2), subject 
4 (S4) and subject 5 S (5) 
G: What did S1 find earlier? 
S1: ball ma ... 
G: What did S2 find out? 
S2: ball 
G: do the balls taste sweet? 
S5: no 
M: means, what should you look for? 
S1: Looking for things that taste sweet 
G: What are the things that taste sweet? 
S5: candy, ice cream 
S4: brown 
S1: sugar ma'am ... 
G: yes, all right 

Now you know what tastes sweet, now 
you guys are looking for the sweet around the school. 

After receiving intervention from the teacher, the four research subjects immediately 
ran on the schoolyard to find the sweetie and count the number of sweeties found. S1 finds 1 
sweet tasting item in the gazebo, S2 finds 10 cute ones under the tree, S4 finds 3 sweet ones in 
the tree, and S5 finds 9 cute ones in a prosthetic toy. 

The third stage of the semiotic-based mathematics play activity is to look for signs. The 
indicator that appears is to look for relevant signs. This is in accordance with the opinion 
(Arzarello & Sabena, 2011; Brier, 2018) which states that images are signs that represent true-
to-life properties with their own simple nature. Where simple means that these properties are 
relevant to the original nature. At this stage, the activities carried out by the research subject 
are looking for signs and selecting signs that are relevant to the number of objects found at the 
object identification stage. This is in accordance with the opinion (Kralemann, et al., 2013; 
Schreiber, 2013; Suryaningrum & Ningtyas, 2019) the results of observing signs from external 
students, according to the objects found. 

At this stage, the five research subjects looked for signs that were placed in five 
different places. S1, S3 and S4 look for a sign on the spin play, while S2 and S5 look for a sign 
on the swing. After finding the sign, the five research subjects chose a sign that was relevant 
to the number of objects found at the object identification stage. S1 chooses a picture card with 
one sign (picture of fruit) which has a number symbol 1.S2 chooses a picture card with ten 
signs (a picture of fruit) that has a symbol of 10. S3 chooses a picture card with three signs 
(picture of fruit) which has a symbol of number 2 S4 selects a picture card with three marks (a 
picture of a fruit) that has the number 3 symbol. S5 selects a picture card with nine marks (a 
picture of a fruit) that has the symbol 9.   

The fourth stage of the semiotic-based mathematical play activity is interpreting signs. 
The indicator that appears is associating the sign with the knowledge that has been previously 
owned. This is in accordance with the opinion (Brier, 2015; Sendera et al., 2014) which states 
that an object is something that represents the resulting interpretant. Interpretation is a 
response to an object through the interpretation of signs. 

 At this stage, the activities carried out by the research subjects were the five subjects 
associated the signs with the knowledge they previously had and looked for all signs 
according to the objects found. A person can have different interpretations related to images, 
this depends on how the person interprets the image image (Burgos & Godino, 2020; Gravells, 
2017; Kralemann, et al., 2013).The five subjects associated the number of sweeties found with 
a numeric symbol representing the number of sweeties. From the observations, subject 5 
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experienced confusion in looking for the symbol number 9. S5 had difficulty distinguishing 
the number 6 from the number 9. 

The fifth stage of semiotic-based mathematical play is recalling. The indicator that 
appears is the retelling of playing activities. This is in accordance with the opinion (Susanti, 
2018) which states that remembering is an activity that students do to be able to re-express 
what is known about a problem. At this stage, the activity carried out by the research subject 
is to retell the play activities that have been carried out. S1 tells of the activities carried out 
when playing semiotic-based mathematics. In the early stages of S1 looking for the sweetheart 
on the school yard. S1 saw the ball in the school yard, it turned out that the ball was not sweet, 
because it did not taste sweet. S1 looks for the sweetie again, begged, begged for games, and 
finally S1 finds the sweetie in the gazebo. After finding the sweetie, S1 looks for a picture card 
that contains a picture of the fruit and a number sign / symbol that states the number of 
sweeties found. S1 chooses a picture card with one sign (picture of fruit) that has the number 
1 symbol. After finding the picture card, S1 collects all the number 1 signs / symbols provided 
in the box. 

At the recalling stage, S2 said that initially S2 thought the ball was sweet, it turned out 
that the ball was not sweet because the sweet was something that tasted sweet. S2 looks for 
the sweetie and finds the sweetie under the tree. After finding the sweetie, S2 looks for a 
picture card that contains a picture of fruit and a number sign / symbol that states the number 
of sweeties found. S2 chooses a picture card with one sign (picture of fruit) that has the number 
10 symbol. After finding the picture card, S2 collects all 10 signs / symbols provided in the 
box. S2 asked the teacher if sweetie could be brought home. The teacher said they could take 
it home. S2 says Alhamdulillah as a thanksgiving to Allah. 

In contrast to S2, in the activity of playing semiotic-based mathematics, S3 sees S1 and 
S2 take the ball, S3 does not take the ball because S3 considers the ball not something that tastes 
sweet. S3 finds the sweetie under the seesaw. After finding the sweetie, S3 looks for a picture 
card that contains a picture of fruit and a number sign / symbol that states the number of 
sweeties found. S3 chooses a picture card with one sign (fruit image) that has the number 2 
symbol. After finding the picture card, S3 collects all the number 2 signs / symbols provided 
in the box. 

S4 tells that in a semiotic-based math play activity, S4 was initially confused in looking 
for the sweetie. After receiving intervention / explanation from the teacher regarding what is 
sweet, the place where the sweet is hiding. S4 tries to find the sweetie in the toy place, on the 
tree, in the grass. S4 finds the sweetie in the tree. After finding the sweetie, S4 looks for a 
picture card that contains a picture of fruit and a number sign / symbol indicating the number 
of sweeties found. S4 chooses a picture card with one sign (fruit picture) that has the number 
3 symbol. After finding the picture card, S4 collects all the number 3 signs / symbols provided 
in the box. 

In the final stage of playing semiotic-based mathematics, S5 stated that this game is 
very fun, many challenges, requires understanding to be able to find the sweet one. S5 finds 
the sweetie under a prosthetic toy. After finding the sweetie, S5 looks for a picture card that 
contains a picture of fruit and a number sign / symbol that indicates the number of sweeties 
found. S5 selects a picture card with one sign (fruit picture) that has the number 9 symbol. 
After finding the picture card, S4 collects all the 9 number marks or symbols provided in the 
box. 

The results of observations on semiotic-based mathematics play activities, the five 
research subjects looked enthusiastic in participating in each stage of playing activities. S1 
looks happy even though it only gets one sweetie. The same thing is seen in S2, although S2 
found the sweetest last, but S2 was very happy to follow the game. S2 finds the last sweetie 
because while playing, S2 has a stomachache problem and has to go to the toilet first. S5 also 
looks enthusiastic in following the game, even though at the stage of collecting all the 9 
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signs/symbols provided in the box, it is confused to distinguish the number 6 and the number 
9.    

 

CONCLUSION 
Based on research on semiotic-based mathematics playing, it can be concluded that 

there are five components to playing semiotic-based mathematics, namely (1) Collecting 
information, the indicator that appears is collecting information about semiotic-based 
mathematics games. (2) Identifying the object, the indicator that appears is selecting the 
relevant object. (3) Looking for a sign, the indicator that appears is Searching for the relevant 
sign. (4) Interpreting the sign, the indicator that appears is associating the sign with the 
knowledge that has been previously owned. (5) Recalling, the indicator that appears is the 
retelling of playing activities. 
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